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Droi-Kon has worked wonders for Zeus, my 95 pound Explosive Detector K9 partner. Zeus is my 3rd K9
partner. Before I rescued Zeus, I trained K9 Caesar, narcotics detector, and K9 Xena, explosive detector.
I had a very successful law enforcement career with my two K9 partners. I was asked to take on a third
K9, however, as a puppy, he was diagnosed with Ununited Anconeal Process (Elbow Dysplasia). His
original owner gave him up because of this disease. I rescued him and some recommended I put him down
because there weren’t, and still are not, any effective treatments or surgeries to repair the canine elbow
joint. Zeus had some relief from the arthritis using laser and shockwave therapy but it was always short
term. He also took Rimadyl, but I did not want him to take the pain reliever for an extended period of
time do to the possible long-term side effects.
I started using Droi-Kon, putting it in his food twice a day. Over the next couple of weeks, I noticed his
activity level increase and he seemed to be happier and in much less pain. After about a month the
difference was obvious. He showed so much improvement, I was able to train Zeus as an explosive
detector K9 in the private sector. He comes to work with me every day and plays like a puppy! He is
happiest when he is working, training and running after his very large tennis ball. His skill as an explosive
detector K9 is amazing! I whole heartedly believe Droi-Kon helped to make this possible. Had I not
rescued Zeus, he would have been put down at 5 months old, instead, he has enjoyed a happy and
productive life. Thank you Droi-Kon and Summit Nutritionals International.
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